
• Measures shunted track circuits currents |Icc|

• Measures transversal impedances

• Alarms for corrective maintenance

• Avoids emergency brakes and delays

• Includes odometry module (Wheel Sensor/Doppler Radar, GPS-IMU)

• Control and data analysis (Software)

• Decreases the manual operations to be done

Every year, thousands of track circuits failures are reported 
by railway infrastructure managers in Europe and worldwide, 
resulting in significant delays which can also lead to penalties 
and substantial economic costs.

The ability to detect and diagnose the health of track circuits 
to prevent these failures, can generate a significant benefit 
for the infrastructure managers.

Automation of Track  
  Circuits maintenance

The  
Solution

The TrackCircuitLifeCheck is an automated versatile measurement instrument that 
facilitates track circuit maintenance by preventively detecting track circuit failures.

The implementation of the TrackCircuitLifeCheck allows extensive assessment of 
AC Power Frequencies and AC Audio Frequencies, AC with electrical joints, AC with 
insulated joints, Pulse and DC track circuits. 

It is in many ways a lab on wheels that can be embedded in 
test vehicles allowing the maintenance of trackside systems 
to become both automated and predictive.

The  
Benefits

TrackCircuit
LifeCheck



ERTMS Solutions is a world leader in railways testing, maintenance and systems integration product tools - Contact us at info@ertmssolutions.com

The TrackCircuitLifeCheck, entirely designed and manufactured at ERTMS Solutions, guarantees complete 
independence from track circuit manufacturers by providing a free-standing tool to test and measure track 
circuits.

Trainborne predictive  
measurements at commercial speed

The ZT subsystem is used to detect and measure any transversal low impedances such as unwanted 
shunting sleepers, track circuits feed side (TX) and relay side (RX) impedances. This can be used 
to detect faulty AC sources, faulty relays and feed/relay resistances.

ZT Subsystem

TLC ICC Shunting current allows acquisition of current coming from the shunted track 
circuits.

It records the shunted current and produces a curve giving the intensity (in mA) of the 
track circuit shunted current with respect to the train position on the track.

ICC Shunting


